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ABSTRACT
On a global scale, male infertility affects about 1 in 10 men during their lifetime. Environmental
and occupational hazards are suspected sources of declining human sperm quality in developed
countries. Semen analysis is the first step for male infertility diagnostic and treatment, and to
increase chances for prevention. Luckily most of the time, the fix is inexpensive and easy. With
the current standard procedure men should visit a laboratory to collect a sample for semen
analysis; however, this process is not comfortable for most men, not to mention time-consuming
and costly. We developed a low-cost paper-based microfluidic device preloaded with
colorimetric reagents that can measure three fertility indicators—sperm concentration, semen
pH, and semen fructose concentration.
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INTRODUCTION
Today, about 15% of couples have trouble conceiving – this represents 48.5 million couples
globally[1]. While infertility is often thought of as a female problem, half of these cases can be
attributed, at least in part, to male factors[1]. Male infertility is becoming a major public health
concern: as of 2011, the average sperm count (an important factor affecting fertility) has dropped
by over 50% compared to what it was in 1973[2]. Thus, there is an increasing demand for semen
analysis, which can be used to evaluate different factors of semen that may be impacting fertility.
There are many factors influencing male fertility that can be measured from a semen sample
according to World Health Organization (WHO) semen analysis guidelines including not only
sperm count but also pH, and fructose concentration: The successful fertilization of an oocyte
relies on the ability of a sperm cell to reach the oocyte. Therefore, the sperm concentration is an
important parameter affecting male fertility: a low number of sperm reduces the probability that
a sperm cell will reach the oocyte and is referred to oligozoospermia (defined as fewer than 15
million sperm per milliliter of semen by the WHO 2010 guidelines[3]). The semen pH reflects a
combination of the pH values of the secretions from various glands including the seminal vesicles
and the prostate[3]. The pH measured after the sample has been liquefied should be greater than
or equal to 7.2; lower values may indicate various conditions such as acute prostatitis or an
obstruction, while high pH values are likely due to an extended incubation period before
measurement. Finally, fructose is produced by the seminal vesicles and serves as the energy
source for sperm cells. It is believed that the use of fructose by sperm cells instead of glucose
provides an evolutionary advantage in that bacteria, which compete for nutrients, tend to use
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glucose as the energy source[4]. Fructose concentrations generally range from 1.2 to 4.5 mg/mL
while concentrations below 1.2 mg/mL are considered abnormal and may be attributed to an
inflammation of the seminal vesicles or androgen deficiency[5].
Unfortunately, due to many cultural and social factors, male infertility is often associated with a
lack of masculinity. This stigma results in many men feeling uncomfortable with seeking out
infertility testing at a fertility clinic. Furthermore, due to gender stereotypes, infertility is often
seen as a female issue while, in fact, half of the time it is attributed to a male issue (either in part
or fully). As a result, only 4.2% of men aged 15–45 have sought an infertility evaluation (despite
the fact that 10–15% of couples are infertile) and 27% of men in couples that are already dealing
with infertility have still not been tested.[6] Usually, in order to obtain a fertility evaluation, a
male must visit a physician, who will refer him to a fertility clinic. He must then make an
appointment and produce a sample at the clinic. The sample is then sent to a laboratory for
testing and, once the results are returned, the patient must again visit a physician to decide on
the next steps. This process is time-consuming and inconvenient even for men who are not
deterred by the social stigma. Moreover, in developing countries, male fertility assays are largely
inaccessible; thus, a low-cost and user-friendly tool will facilitate informed medical decisions in
couples dealing with infertility.
Therefore, there is a need for more convenient semen-analysis tools that can be used as a
screening measure at home to evaluate fertility before visiting a fertility specialist. However, the
standard testing techniques require a trained technician to conduct and are not compatible with
in-home testing. Existing home-based male infertility assays on the market include FertilMARQ
and SpermCheck, which use chemical staining of proteins on the sperm head to obtain a
2

qualitative (yes/no) sperm count evaluation. However, they cannot measure sperm motility and
pH, which are critical factors according to gold standard laboratory test. Trak is another FDAapproved fertility assay that estimates sperm count; however, it requires a centrifuge, which
makes it quite costly and, it cannot measure sperm motility. The YO Home Sperm Test, which has
recently been introduced to the market, uses smartphone microscopy to count and track motility
of sperm cells; while less expensive, it is still $60 for the kit and $20 per additional test. Compared
to these existing tests, the proposed device can offer more extensive results (sperm count and
motility in addition to pH and fructose measures) at a lower cost.
Paper-based microfluidics are gaining popularity for a wide variety of medical diagnostics, with
most home-based devices being designed for urine analysis[7]. While traditional microfluidics
made of etched or molded channels in glass, polymers, or plastics, paper can serve as a medium
for passive fluid transport via capillary action; in this system, fluid flow is facilitated by forces at
the interface between the liquid and the porous fibers (i.e., van der Waals forces) as well as
intermolecular forces between the fluid particles (i.e., the surface tension at the liquid-air
interface) and at liquid-porous fiber interface. Moreover, paper can absorb reagents directly onto
the substrate, which gives rise to different test formats such as the multiplexed colorimetric
dipstick format and the lateral-flow format. Recent research has led to the development of
advanced paper-based assays, including indirect ELISA assays[8]. Specifically, the µPAD format is
particularly simple yet versatile: it involves patterning hydrophobic barriers onto sheets to for
hydrophilic channels where the fluid sample and reagents are contained[9]. Some fabrication
techniques include screen printing[10] and inkjet printing[11]. We will now discuss the
development of a low-cost, high-throughput direct-write technique to deposit a hydrophobic ink
3

using a pen plotter [12,13]. The goal of this thesis is to develop a platform to integrate
multiplexed colorimetric assays into a single paper-based microfluidic device. Initially, we show
development and characterization of a low-cost, high-throughput pen-plotter approach, and
then building up on the principles of this approach, demonstrate a paper-based platform
technology tailored for male sperm monitoring. We will show the practicality of the platform with
colorimetric sperm count, pH and fructose assays.
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Introduction
Micro-analytical devices provide point-of-care diagnostics in a multitude of disciplines
[14,15,24,16–23], including, but not limited to, the medical field [25,26], environmental and food
safety [27–31] , chemical testing [32], and forensic analysis [33]. Microfluidic devices can greatly
benefit from low-cost, readily-available materials as well as simple and rapid fabrication
processes. Specifically, paper-based microfluidic devices offer a low-cost, high-throughput, and
disposable alternative [34–37] due to their affordability and ease of manufacturing [36]. Several
approaches to high-throughput fabrication of paper-based microfluidic devices have been
recently presented [38–42].
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the most effective way to increase access to
medical diagnostics in developing countries is to provide these communities with tools for
accessible and affordable local production [43]. In response to this need, we have developed an
approach using a desktop pen plotter integrated with a custom-design multi-pen holder for lowcost and multiplex prototyping of paper-based microfluidics. Permanent markers were used to
form the hydrophobic barrier delineating the hydrophilic zones through which the liquid sample
travels due to capillary action. The markers were chosen as the patterning agent due to their
hydrophobicity and the use of a colorant for visualization of the printed pattern [44]. A customdesigned multi-pen holder was 3D-printed and enabled multiplex plotting (Figure 1a,b). We also
implemented a continuous ink system to continuously supply ink to the technical pens and
thereby further improve the cost-effectiveness and throughput of fabrication compared to
relying on fixed-volume permanent markers (Figure 1c,d). We incorporated a laminating layer to
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the fabricated paper-based microfluidic devices to (i) improve their durability, stability, and
mechanical strength; (ii) ensure the stability of the hydrophobic barriers and bio-chemical
reagents during storage [45]. To demonstrate the diagnostic applications of resulting paperbased assays, we conducted colorimetric tests for five analytes found in urine: nitrite,
urobilinogen, protein, blood and pH.

Figure 1. A multi-pen plotter for fabricating paper-based microfluidics. (a) Desktop pen plotter
integrated with custom-designed multi-pen holder. (b) Low-cost, 3D-printed multi-pen holder,
which was custom-designed to increase the throughput of the setup. (c) Top-view and (d) sideview of the continuous ink system (Ink reservoir) integrated to the pen plotter with multi-pen
holder. (e) Plotting speed mm/s vs. percentage; Linear velocity (mm/s) was calculated by
measuring the time needed for plotting a 25-cm line with a fine-tip Comix marker[12].
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Methods
Materials
Hardware setup: A desktop pen plotter, (AxiDraw) from Evil Mad Scientist Laboratories, CA, US;
Double-ended Comix marker from Comix Group Co. Ltd., Shenzhen, China, where the fine and
broad tip ends used are 0.5 and 2.0 mm in diameter, respectively; Chromatography paper
(Whatman No. 1) from GE healthcare life sciences, IL, US; Objet 30 Prime 3D printer from
Stratasys Ltd., MN, US; Ink reservoir (DIY CISS Continuous Ink Supply System) from BCH
Technologies, NC, US; Technical drawing pen (1.2 mm) from Shanghai Hero Plotter instrument
Co., Shanghai, China; Cold-laminating layer (self-adhesive laminate sheets) from Fellowes, IL, US;
Hot-laminating layer (GBC EZUse thermal laminating Pouches) from Swingline, IL, US; Benchtop
laminator (GBC Inspire) from Swingline, IL, US; Super hydrophobic solution from NeverWet LLC,
PA, US; Aniline dye stain (Oil soluble) from J.E. Moser's, WY, US.
Reagents for biological assays: Sulfanilamide (S9251), N-(1-naphthyl) ethylenediamine
dihydrochloride

(33461),

Citric

acid

(251275),

Sodium

nitrite

(237213),
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diethylaminobenzaldehyde (156477), Tetrabromophenol blue (199311), Bovine Serum Albumin
(BSA) (A7906), Cumene hydroperoxide (247502), 3, 3’, 5, 5’-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB)
(860336), Methyl red sodium salt (114502), Bromothymol blue (114413), Sodium hydroxide
(S8045), Hydrochloric acid (258148), Potassium phosphate buffer, pH 6 (01476), Buffer solution
pH 9 (456101) all from Sigma- Aldrich, MO, US; Phosphate buffer saline (10010023) from Thermo
Fisher Scientific Inc., MA, US; Urobilinogen (sc-296690) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, TX, US.
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Design and 3D printing of the multipen holder
To increase the throughput of patterning for fabrication of paper-based microfluidics, we
custom-designed a low-cost multipen holder and printed it using a polyjet 3D printer. The 3Dprinted multipen holder is able to hold 8 pens to plot 8 patterns at the same time. To investigate
the accuracy of the Axidraw pen plotter integrated with the multi-pen holder, circles with
diameters of 4 mm were plotted by both fine and broad tips of the Comix marker at different
plotting speeds. Images of the patterns were captured and analyzed using a MATLAB script
(MathWorks, MA, US) to measure the deflection of each pen as well as the deflection of the
whole plotting system at different plotting speeds in both the X- and Y-directions. Moreover, we
investigated the roundness and uniformity of the plotted circles by measuring their inner and
outer radii. We used a MATLAB script and measured the inner and outer radius of each circle at
8 different points (at angles of 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270 and 315 degrees) and reported the
average and standard deviation of the radii for each circle.

Lamination of the paper
The fabricated paper-based microfluidic device is comprised of chromatography paper patterned
with hydrophobic resin and backed with a laminating layer to seal the device and improve its
mechanical strength. To investigate the effectiveness of the laminating layer to seal the back of
the chromatography paper, two different lamination methods have been tested: cold- and hotlamination. Cold-laminating and hot-laminating layers were aligned on the back of the
chromatography paper and laminated with a benchtop laminator in cold and hot modes,
respectively. The performance of the plotted patterns on both hot- and cold-laminated papers
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was studied in two different cases: plotting patterns before and after the lamination. A matrix of
circles with a diameter of 4 mm was prepared with SolidWorks 2014 (Dassault Systèmes
SolidWorks Corp., France) and plotted by the AxiDraw pen plotter on both hot- and coldlaminated papers. Different plotting speeds ranging from 1% to 110% were tested with varying
repetitions (1, 3, and 5 passes over the same pattern). The water resistance of the patterns on
the laminated paper was investigated by spotting a dyed aqueous solution in the center of each
circle. Moreover, to investigate the mechanical strength of the laminated papers, tensile tests
were performed based on ASTM D638 standard for a type-IV specimen. The hot- and coldlaminated papers were cut and tested by a universal testing machine (eXpert 3910, ADMET, MA,
US). Furthermore, to study the mechanical strength of the laminated paper after loading an
aqueous sample, a tensile test was performed on patterns that had been loaded with 20 μl of
dyed aqueous solution at the center of circle.

Continuous ink supply
To improve the limited ink capacity of the commercial permanent markers, a continuous ink
supply system was developed and connected to technical pens. The ink reservoir was connected
to the cartridge of a technical pen by tubing. The air release hole of the technical pen was blocked
to seal the technical pen reservoir from the atmosphere and thereby generate negative pressure
in the technical pen reservoir as the ink is depleted while plotting. This negative pressure in the
technical pen chamber causes a flow of ink from the main ink reservoir to the technical pen
reservoir. We prepared a hydrophobic ink by dissolving an oil-soluble dye in super-hydrophobic
solution. The components of NeverWet hydrophobic ink are given in the Table 1. The
performance of the prepared hydrophobic ink in the continuous ink system was then studied by
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patterning the chromatography paper with different plotting speeds and investigating the water
resistance of the resulting patterns.
Table 1. The components of the hydrophobic ink.
Chemical Name

Weight %

Mineral Spirits

<90.0

Aromatic Petroleum Distillates

<10.0

Naphthalene

<1.0

Aniline Dye Stain

<1.0

Colorimetric biological assays
To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed fabrication method for paper-based
microfluidics and to verify their effectiveness, we conducted five colorimetric assays [46–48]:
nitrite, urobilinogen, protein, blood, and pH (Table 2). 0.5 µl of the reagent solution was spotted
in the detection zone and left to dry at room temperature for 10 minutes. Each sensor was then
validated by applying 3 µL of an artificial urine sample, (engineered with varying concentrations
of each analyte in a physiologically relevant range) and measuring the color the change at each
concentration.
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Table 2. Colorimetric reagents, color change reaction, and physiologically-relevant analyte
range.
Nitrite assay [46]
Reagents

50 mM sulfanilamide, 10 mM N-(1-naphthyl) ethylenediamine dihydrochloride, 330
mM citric acid
acid

Sulfanilamide + NO-2 → Diazonium salt
Diazonium salt + N-(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamine → Magenta azo dye
Analyte range
0.078, 0.156, 0.312, 0.625, 1.25, and 2.5 mM
Urobilinogen assay [48]
Reagents
0.1 M 4-(Dimethylamine)benzaldehyde
Reaction

Reaction
Analyte range
Blood assay
Reagents
Reaction

acid

Urobilinogen + 4-(dimethylamine)benzaldehyde → Pink azo dye
0.2, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 mg/dL
6.6% w/w cumene hydroperoxide, 4.0% w/w 3, 3’, 5, 5’-tetramethylbenzidine
cumene hydroperoxide + 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine
hemoglobin

→
3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine diimine (blue)
2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 80, 100, 200 red blood cells/µL

Analyte range
Protein assay [47]
Reagents
3.3 mM tetrabromophenol blue, 250 mM citric acid
Based on the protein error of indicators, where protein alters the color of acid-base
Reaction
indicators without changing the pH of the solution by accepting hydrogen ions from
the indicator
Analyte range
15, 30, 100, 300, 2000 and 2500 mg/dL bovine serum albumin
pH assay [48]
Reagent
0.02% methyl red sodium salt

Reaction

Reagent

Yellow
0.25% of bromothymol blue

Red

Reaction

Analyte range

Yellow
pH 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9

Green
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Blue

Results and Discussion
Design and 3D printing of a multi-pen holder
To increase the throughput of the fabrication, a multi-pen holder was designed to align 8 markers
such that they would connect to the plotter and plot a single pattern in parallel (Figure 2a). The
height of each marker can be separately adjusted precisely using threaded fittings on the pen
holder to make the pressure of each pen on the paper consistent and decrease the deflection of
the pen against the paper (Figure 1b). As the speed of the plotter can be adjusted based on the
percentage of the maximum linear speed, we converted the non-dimensional unit (%) to linear
speed (mm/s) (Figure 1e); therefore, 30% speed is equivalent to 55.3 mm/s.
To characterize the accuracy of the plotting at 30% plotting speed, a pattern of 12×12 circles was
plotted by both the fine- and broad-tip Comix markers (Figure 2b). The trueness and the precision
of this process were measured. X and Y are defined for each marker as the error in the plotting
(i.e. the deviation of the center of the plotted circle from the position defined in the design) in
̅ and Y
̅ are the averages of X and Y over the set of eight
the X- and Y-directions, respectively. X
̅ and Y
̅ represent the truenesss of the plotting
markers, including twelve trials. Therefore, X
approach. These values are 0.40 mm and 0.55 mm for the fine tip, respectively and 0.40 mm and
0.54 mm for the broad tip, respectively.
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Figure 2. Accuracy of plotted patterns using multi-pen holder with eight pens. (a) Custom-made,
3D printed multi-pen holder integrated with pen plotter. (b) Printed circle pattern with the both
fine- and broad-tips of Comix marker using multi-pen holder. (c) Deflection of the plotted
patterns with fine-tip of eight Comix marker in both the X-and Y-directions. (d) The mean and
standard deviation (STD) of deflection of the plotting system (all eight pens) when plotting with
fine-tip at different plotting speeds (n=9). (e) Deflection of the plotted patterns with the broadtip of eight Comix markers in both the X- and Y-directions. (f) The mean and standard deviation
(STD) of deflection of the plotting system (all eight pens) when plotting with broad-tip of marker
at different plotting speeds (n=9). (g) Representative method of measuring the inner and outer
14

radius of plotted circles at eight different points (at angle of 0 to 315 with the interval of 45
degree) with MATLAB scripts. The mean and standard deviation of inner and outer radius of the
plotted patterns at different plotting speeds with the (h) fine-tip and (i) broad-tip of the Comix
̅ and 𝒀
̅ are
marker. σx, σy are the total standard deviation in X- and Y-direction, respectively. 𝑿
the mean deflection in X- and Y-direction, respectively.

̅ and Y-Y
̅. The results of
The precision in the X- and Y-directions can therefore be defined as X-X
twelve circles plotted with eight different markers were plotted and a 95% confidence ellipse was
plotted using the 2σ values in the X- and Y- directions (Figure 2c, e). The ellipse for the fine tip
(0.80 mm by 1.22 mm in the X- and Y-directions, respectively) is larger than that of the broad tip
(0.45 mm by 1.11 mm in the X- and Y-directions, respectively), indicating that a greater precision
can be attained with the broad tip. The results show that the pens which are farther from the
support (Pen 1, 4, 5 and 8) have a larger deflection in both the X- and Y-directions. This may be
partially due to the lower stability of the holder in the corners, which allows more deflection
when the markers meet the paper.
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Figure 3. Accuracy of patterns drawn by using eight pens simultaneously vs. a single pen. (a)
Deflections of the plotted patterns with the fine tip by using eight pens simultaneously vs. a single
pen. (b) Deflections of the plotted patterns with the broad tip by using eight pens simultaneously
̅ and 𝒀
̅ are the mean deflections in the X- and Y- directions. The
vs. a single pen. In this figure, 𝑿
solid and dotted lines represent the 95% confidence ellipses for eight pens and a single pen
plotting, respectively.

Table 3. The mean and standard deviation of the deflections of the patterns plotted by using
eight pens simultaneously vs. a single pen. All units are in millimeters.
Fine tip
̅
𝑿

Broad tip
̅
𝒀

𝛔𝑿

𝛔𝒀

̅
𝑿

̅
𝒀

𝛔𝑿

𝛔𝒀

Multipen

0.4013 -0.5573

0.4011 0.6103 0.405

-0.5413

0.2252 0.5541

Single-pen

-0.02

0.182

-0.43

0.195

0.14

0.1414 0.06
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0.1363

The deflections of the circles plotted using the fine-tip and broad-tip of the single marker plotting
vs. the eight markers plotting have been investigated. Our results showed that the accuracy of
the single marker drawing is higher than the accuracy of the eight marker drawing. The trueness
of the single pen plotting approach is measured to be -0.02 mm and 0.14 mm for the fine tip, and
0.06 mm and -0.43 mm for the broad tip, in X- and Y-direction respectively. The 2σ values (95%
confidence ellipse) in the X- and Y- directions have been calculated to be 0.36 mm by 0.28 mm
respectively for the fine tip and 0.39 mm by 0.27 mm respectively for the broad tip (Figure 3 and
Table 3).
The effects of different plotting speeds on the accuracy were also quantified. Figure 2d,f displays
the deflection of the patterns plotted at different speeds with both the fine and broad tips. The
results show that the deflection for both tips is in the same range; furthermore, the speed has
little influence on the deflection which means that the multi-pen holder could work well at
different plotting speeds. The plotting speed does not significantly affect the accuracy and
precision of the plotting.
We also investigated the roundness of the plotted circles. The inner and outer radii of the circles
were measured at 45° intervals using a MATLAB script, as shown in Figure 2g. Figure 2h,i show
the inner and outer radii of the plotted patterns as a function of plotting speed for the fine and
broad tips. The standard deviation in the plotted radii is a measure of roundness: the roundness
is better when using the fine tip. The roundness decreases significantly at lower plotting speeds
and plateaus around 30% plotting speed. The line thickness is also shown as the difference
between the inner and outer radii. Further, plotting speed affects the time the marker spends in
contact with the paper and, therefore, the amount of ink deposited. As expected, by increasing
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the plotting speed, the inner and outer radii of the circles decrease, resulting in a smaller line
thickness; the thickness plateaus at speeds more than 30%.

Figure 4. The characteristics of the laminating layer and its effect on the performance of the
fabricated device. (a) SEM image of the cross section of hot- and cold-laminated papers (b) Effect
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of different plotting speeds and number of passes on water resistance of patterns before and
after laminating the paper. (c) The summarized results as a performance chart. (d) Stress-Strain
test of laminated papers.

Lamination of the paper
While the paper used here is made of cellulose, which loses its mechanical properties upon
wetting, we implemented a lamination layer on the back face of the paper (opposite the
patterned side) to improve the durability, stability and mechanical strength. Figure 4a shows the
SEM image of a cross-section of the paper with a hot- and cold-lamination layer. We investigated
the difference between plotting the patterns before and after laminating the papers and
compared their performance at different plotting speeds using both fine and broad tips. We
plotted circles with a diameter of 4 mm and used a dyed aqueous solution to test the water
resistance of the patterns. The results are presented in Figure 4b and are summarized in Figure
4c. The results of the two studied cases (plotting before and after laminating) are very similar,
which gives flexibility to the fabrication process (i.e. patterning and lamination may be performed
in any order).
Moreover, we did a fatigue test (engineering stress and strain test) on the both hot- and coldlaminated papers and compared the results with the plain paper. These experiments were
performed under two different conditions: when the laminated papers were wet, and when they
were dry. Figure 4d shows the stress-strain curve, yield strain and stress, and ultimate strain and
stress of these five different samples. The results show that, by laminating the chromatography
paper, we can improve the yield stress around 3 times with hot lamination and 1.5 times with
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cold lamination. This enhancement in strength is more critical after wetting, which simulated an
applied sample: the wet chromatography paper could not tolerate the stress, but the laminated
papers could bear larger stress. Wetting the laminated papers reduced their yield stress by 25%35%, but this strengths is still greater than that in the non-laminated wet paper.

Figure 5. Ability of the continuous plotting system in high-throughput fabrication of paperbased microfluidics. (a) Illustration of continuous ink technical pen. We modified the technical
pen by (i) sealing the air release hole of the technical pen, and (ii) creating a hole at the top
surface of the cartridge using a hand drill. (b) Technical pens fed continuously by ink. (c) Effect of
different plotting speeds and number of passes on water resistance of patterns in continuous
(upper) and non-continuous (bottom) plotting system. (d) Deflection of the plotted patterns in
both X- and Y-directions (n=550). σx, σy are the total standard deviation in X- and Y-direction,
20

̅ and 𝐘
̅ are the mean deflection in X- and Y-direction, respectively. (e) The mean
respectively. 𝐗
and standard deviation of inner and outer radius as well as thickness of the plotted patterns with
50% plotting speed (n=550). (f) A representative image shows the ability of the continuous
plotting system in high-throughput fabrication of paper-based microfluidics.

Continuous ink supply
We have developed a continuous ink supply system (Figure 1c,d) to improve the costeffectiveness and throughput of the fabrication. For this purpose, a commercially-available
hydrophobic solution has been dyed and used as the plotting agent. The ink was fed continuously
into the technical pens (Figure 5a), which were contained in a multi-pen holder (Figure 5b). The
setup was used to plot patterns in both the non-continuous (using the internal cartridge of the
technical pen) and continuous flow systems at different speeds. The water resistance of the
prepared ink was investigated to confirm that the patterned hydrophobic barriers can effectively
contain an aqueous sample in the hydrophilic testing region. The results in Figure 5c show that
the prepared ink in both the non-continuous and continuous systems could block the flow of a
dyed aqueous solution for plotting speeds ranging from 1 to 110%. Only a single pass was needed
to effectively contain the sample in the testing region. During our tests, we have not experienced
any clogging issue at the tip of the technical pen that can be partially due to relatively high initial
boiling point of Mineral Spirit (145°C to 174°C).
To evaluate the geometrical performance of the continuous flow pen system, the deflection of
the plotted circles was measured (Figure 5d). The accuracy was calculated from 550 plotted
circles: the trueness was -0.2 mm in the X-direction and 0.1 mm in the Y-direction and the
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precision (95% confidence ellipse) was 0.5 mm in the X-direction and 0.3 mm in the Y-direction.
These values are similar to those obtained with the permanent marker system. The coefficient of
variation for the inner and outer radii (i.e. the roundness of the plotted circle) were 29% and 9%,
respectively, which is similar to that obtained using the marker. Further, the coefficient of
variation in the line thickness of the plotted patterns (Figure 5e) was 32%, which indicates greater
consistency than with the marker.
To demonstrate the throughput of the proposed continuous system, we plotted 550 circles with
4 mm diameter at 50% plotting speed with a single pass. To test the water resistance of the
circles, the dyed aqueous solution was used (Figure 5f shows a representative group of circles).
The results show that about 95% (523 out of 550) of the circles were able to contain the aqueous
sample within the testing region. The total time needed to plot 550 circles was about 12 minutes
using only a single pen; this time can be further reduced by implementing the multi-pen holder
(Figure 5b).

Colorimetric biological assays
To verify the applicability of our fabrication method, we conducted colorimetric biological assays
which are useful for clinical urine analysis: nitrite, urobilinogen, protein, blood, and pH assays.
We measured the color formation of various colorimetric reagent solutions as a function of the
analyte concentration (for blood, different numbers of cells per millileter were used) (Figure 6ad). The color increased as the analyte concentration increased in each assay, as previously
reported. To investigate the ability to measure pH, we used buffers with different pH values
ranging from 5 to 9 (Figure 6e). The observed color change was consistent with that which was
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previously reported. The results show that the hydrophobic barriers were sufficient to contain
the colorimetric reagents and the sample during the reaction so that the color change can be
observed.

Figure 6. Chemical and biological assays via calorimetric method. The quantified results of the
effect of (a) nitrite, (b) urobilinogen, (c) protein (BSA) and (d) blood concentration on color
intensities. (e) Effect of pH of solution on color intensity.

Conclusions
Consider the need for a cost-effective, high-throughput fabrication method for paper-based
micro-analytical diagnostic devices, we proposed a method using a pen plotter and hydrophobic
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marker. In this method, the pen plotter deposits a hydrophobic solution onto a hydrophilic paper
to delineate the reaction area where the reagents are contained and the sample is applied. To
increase the throughput and decrease the time and cost needed for fabrication of paper-based
microfluidics, we used a custom-designed, low-cost multi-pen holder to enable multiplexing of
the patterning process with up to eight printing heads. We simultaneously utilized multiple
markers and decreased the fabrication time dramatically. Another improvement for the
throughput of the fabrication method was developing a continuous ink supply system. We
demonstrated patterning of 550 circular regions in ~12 min (and can be future reduced to ~3 min
using multiple pens) with an estimated cost of less than $1. Testing the water resistance of 550
circular regions shows 95% fabrication success.
Furthermore, to increase the durability, stability and mechanical strength of the fabricated
microfluidic devices, we laminated the papers with hot- and cold-laminating layers. Using
laminated papers in the fabrication of paper-based microfluidic devices was shown to not only
improve their physical properties, but also make handling the devices much simpler. To
demonstrate the potential bio-chemical analytical capabilities of the fabrication method, we
conducted five colorimetric biological assays: nitrite, urobilinogen, protein, blood, and pH. The
novel method proposed here offers low cost, rapid, and simple fabrication of high-resolution
paper-based microfluidic devices, which can be useful for mass production of paper-based
microfluidics in both resource-limited and developed countries.
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CHAPTER 2: High-Resolution Pen Plotter Approach for Paperbased Microfluidics Fabrication
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Introduction
The increasing costs of healthcare services and health insurance premiums drive the need to
transition from reactive and hospital-centered care to proactive healthcare management and
wellness. This shift from a reactive to a more proactive approach, encompassing preventive,
evidence-based, and person-centered care, improves the quality of care and decreases the costs
of healthcare [49]. To meet this much-needed transformation, low-cost and compact
technologies should be developed to continuously perform health measurements. Ease of
accessibility to low-cost assays for continuous health monitoring is essential to improve patients’
well-being.
To provide a low-cost and portable assay for health measurements, miniaturizing paper-based
assays will play an important role. In addition to reducing the sample volumes needed for assays,
miniaturization will also decrease the consumption of reagents and quantity of waste
produced[50]. A further benefit of miniaturization is fast and efficient chemical reactions [51,52].
Moreover, miniaturized portable medical diagnostic assays are more important for the people in
developing countries who do not have direct access to medical laboratories with basic diagnostic
and analytical facilities [53,54]. To be able to decrease the size of the paper-based assays and
miniaturize them, an appropriate high-resolution fabrication method should be found to meet
all other needs of high-throughput fabrication such as being low-cost, simple, and easy.
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Table 4. Comparison among analog fabrication methods.

Fabrication
technique

Resolution (µm)

Highthroughput

Equipment

Cost

Advantages

Limitations

-Several steps involved
in the preparation and
production of devices
- Hydrophilic channels
are exposed to
polymers or solvents
-Automation requires
expensive machinery
-Chemicals necessitate
fume hood access
-Automation requires
expensive screen
printing machines

Barriers
186±13

Channels
184±12

No

-Printer
-UV light

Low

-Can be cured in
sunlight, reducing
necessary equipment
-Rapid, inexpensive,
and does not require
clean room

Screen
printing[10]

380±40

671±50

Yes

-Screen
-Polystyrene
(polymer solution)

Low

Flexographic
printing

N/A

500±30
[38]

Yes

-Commercial
printing
equipment [36]

High[
41]

Stamping[56]

357±28

428±21

No

-Flash stamp
machine
-Inkjet printer (for
masking)
-Flash foam

Low

-Simple fabrication
-No pre-modification:
Hydrophilic channels
not exposed to
polymers or solvents
-Potential for mass
production
-No pre-modification:
Hydrophilic channels
not exposed to
polymers or solvents
-Allows direct roll-toroll production in
existing printing houses
[40]
-No pre-modification:
Hydrophilic channels
not exposed to
polymers or solvents

Lacquer
spraying[57]

N/A

N/A

No

-Patterned iron
mask
-Magnetic plate
-Acrylic lacquer
(spray)

Low

-Simple and fast
method
-No pre-modification:
Hydrophilic channels
not exposed to
polymers or solvents

Plasma
treatment[58]

N/A

1500

No

-Oven
-Cut-patterned
Metal masks
-Vacuum plasma
reactor

High

-very high
hydrophobicity of
barrier and
hydrophilicity of
channels

Photolithography[55]
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-Requires frequent
cleaning to avoid
contamination
-Complex reagents and
templates [41]
-Requires different
printing plates [40]
-Requires specialized
flash stamp machine
-Multi-step preparation
and production
-Automation requires
expensive machinery
-Manual process; would
require expensive
machinery for
automation
-Iron mask must be
laser cut
-Requires specialized
equipment
-Automation requires
expensive machinery
-Hydrophilic channels
are exposed to organic
solvents

Table 5. Comparison among digital fabrication methods.

Fabrication
technique

Resolution (µm)

Highthroughput

Equipment

Cost

Advantages

Limitations

Yes

-Printer
-Hot plate[36]

Low

-Simple and fast [41]
-No pre-modification:
Hydrophilic channels
not exposed to
polymers or solvents
[9]
-Reagents can be
inkjet-printed into the
test zones using the
printer [9]
-Inexpensive inkjet
printers
-Print high resolution
and conductive
patterns [40]
-Very simple, fast
fabrication

-Multi-step processes
-Not resistant to high
temperature [41]
-Requires an extra
heating step [40]

Wax printing

Barriers
468±28

Channels
228±30[
59]

Inkjet printing

200[60]

272±19[
60]

Yes

-Modified inkjet
printer [36]

Low
[41]

Paper cutting
and
shaping[61,62]

N/A

1000

No

-X-Y knife plotter
-Thermal bonding
lamination film
(optional –
provides rigidity)

Low

Inkjet etching[11]

N/A

400±40

No

-Piezo-driven
inkjet printer
-Micro-sized
dispenser print
head

Low

-High resolution
channels (for inkjet
methods)
-Inexpensive printer
equipment

Laser etching [63]

60

80-250

No

-Carbon dioxide
laser

Low

-No consumables
necessary for basic
microfluidic capabilities
-Fast operation time

Our highresolution pen
plotting method

448±13
4

150±12

Yes

-Pen plotter
-Oven/hot plate

Low

-Single-step integrated
fabrication
-Reagents can be
deposited into the test
zones using technical
pens
-No clogging issue
-No pre-modification:
Hydrophilic channels
not exposed to
polymers or solvents
-low-cost ink and
plotter
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-Multiple printing steps
-Needing an improved
inkjet printer [41]
-Print head clogging
issue

-Resulting devices are
very delicate
-Handling requires high
precision
-Automation requires
expensive machinery
-Requires preparation
of paper before printing
(multi-step process)
-Hydrophilic channels
are exposed to organic
solvents
-Requires wax-like
coated papers
-Multi-step fabrication
(requires the addition
of silica nanoparticles
after laser etching)
-Requires an extra ink
curing step by heating

Several paper-based microfluidic device fabrication methods have been reported in recent
studies [9,10,56–65,11,66–68,12,13,36,38,39,41,55], all of which utilizing the hydrophilic
features of the paper substrate and some form of hydrophobic ink patterned as a barrier. The
fabrication techniques can be broken down into analog and digital fabrication methods. Analog
methods, which require the use of a pre-fabricated mask or plate, include photolithography,
screen printing, flexographic printing, stamping, lacquer spraying and plasma treatment (Table
4). Digital methods, as opposed to analog methods, allow for near-instantaneous changes to the
pattern; these methods include wax printing, inkjet printing, paper cutting, inkjet etching, laser
etching, and pen plotting (Table 5). For low-cost, point-of-care diagnostic devices, a method that
could dynamically alter the fabrication pattern and reagent deposition through digital means has
a significant advantage. We have compared both analog and digital fabrication methods based
on several comparison metrics including resolution, throughput, required equipment, cost as well
as the limitations and advantages (Table 4) and (Table 5). Among those approaches, the methods
that are appropriate for mass-scale fabrication are wax printing [39,59,67], inkjet printing
[40,60,68], screen printing [10], flexographic printing [38], and pen plotting [12,13].
In response to the need of finding a low-cost and high-throughput fabrication method to produce
miniaturized paper-based assays [69], we have developed an approach using desktop pen plotter
and technical pens (Figure 7). A commercially available water-based hydrophobic solution with
an added colorant for visualization of the printed pattern was used for plotting hydrophobic
barriers. In addition to the method used for patterning, characteristics of paper substrate such
as the thickness, porosity, and orientation of fibers are also important in determining the
resolution of a fabrication method [70]. To demonstrate the effect of thickness on the resolution
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of patterns, we coated different thicknesses of the hydrophobic solution on Whatman grade 1
paper to get papers with different effective thicknesses and then investigated the resolution of
plotted detection zones on those papers.

Figure 7. High-resolution fabrication of multiplex paper-based microfluidic devices using pen
plotter machine and high-resolution technical pens. (a) Desktop pen plotter with a highresolution technical pen. (b) High-resolution technical pen with 0.1 mm plastic tip used for
patterning hydrophobic solution to create detection zones. (c) Technical pen nib with 0.1 mm
plastic tip used patterning hydrophobic solution on paper substrate. (d-e) Cross-section of
chromatography paper (d), chromatography paper after being coated with hydrophobic solution
using the wide marker (e), regenerated paper (f), and corresponding circular pattern (2 mm
diameter) on those paper substrates. The yellow food dye is applied to the hydrophilic side of
paper to distinguish it from hydrophobic side.
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Moreover, we tested Whatman regenerated paper with higher resolution and homogeneity of
pore structure to investigate the highest achievable resolution using the presented fabrication
method. Additionally, we performed an optimization to investigate how tightly we can pack the
plotted patterns to fabricate the smallest possible microfluidic devices. Finally, to demonstrate
the capability of the presented method for fabrication of paper-based diagnostic devices with
multiple detection zones, we conducted hundreds of pH colorimetric assays on a single device.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Hardware setups: Desktop pen plotter, AxiDraw (Evil Made Scientist Laboratories, CA, US); Wide
Copic marker (Imagination International Incorporated, Oregon, US); Broad calligraphy wide nib
for wide Copic marker (Imagination International Incorporated, Oregon, US); MakerBot
Replicator 3D printer (MakerBot Industries, NY, US); Form2 3D printer (Formlabs Inc, MA, US);
Copic Multiliner SP technical pen, 0.1, 0.05, & 0.03 mm diameter nib size (Imagination
International Inc., OR, US); Benchtop laminator, GBC Inspire (Swingline, IL, US); pH meter (3562423) (Cole-Parmer Instrument Company, IL, US); MM-840 EFLEX digital microscope (Carson
Optical, NY, US); CO2 Laser Cutter (Universal Laser Systems, Inc., AZ, US).
Materials and reagents: Super hydrophobic water repelling treatment, NeverWet auto interior
(NeverWet LLC, PA, US); Chromatography paper, Whatman No. 1 (GE healthcare life sciences, IL,
US); Whatman regenerated paper, pore size 1 μm (GE healthcare life sciences, IL, US); Fusion 5
(8151-9915) (GE healthcare life sciences, IL, US ); Hot-laminating layer, GBC EZUse thermal
laminating Pouches (Swingline, IL, US); Double-sided tape (Chica and Jo, US); Cellulose powder
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(310697, Sigma- Aldrich, MO, US); Methyl red sodium salt (114502) and Bromothymol blue
(114413) (Sigma- Aldrich, MO, US); Buffer solution pH 4.01 (00654-00) and 10.01 (00654-08)
(Cole-Parmer Instrument Company, IL, US); Ethanol (A405F) (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., MA,
US).

Control of the pattern depth to improve the resolution
When depositing hydrophobic patterns on the paper, there is a direct relationship between the
paper thickness and the time needed for the ink to fully wick through the thickness of the paper.
Consequently, thinner paper allows for pen plots to be made quicker, and a higher resolution to
be achieved. For a circle shaped pattern, an increase in resolution can reduce the inner radius of
the circle, and therefore maximize the number of detection zones per unit of area. Using
Whatman No. 1 paper, we reduced the paper’s effective thickness by evenly coating one side
with a hydrophobic solution. To automate this process, we designed and 3D printed a holder for
a wide Copic marker with 3 cm nib size that was retrofitted to an AxiDraw pen plotter (Figure
7Figure a). For varying speeds, the mechanism evenly coated one side of the paper, which was
then baked at 150 °C for 30 minutes to cure. To analyze the experimental results, we drew
patterns on the opposite side of the paper and imaged the cross-section using a digital
microscope.

With the images, we used ImageJ image processing program to make

measurements of pattern depth and reported the average and standard deviation for each
corresponding coating speed. For each pen speed, five circles were plotted and measurements
were taken every 90 degrees along the circle. Furthermore, as the physical characteristics of the
cellulose paper substrate such as thickness, resolution, and homogeneity of pore structure affect
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the obtained patterning resolution, we have characterized the physical characteristics of both
Whatman grade 1 and regenerated paper using scanning electron microscopy.

The effect of nib size on resolution
To determine the smallest possible resolution of the Copic Multiliner SP pen, we first tested the
maximum speed at which each pen could plot while still allowing the ink to fully penetrate the
paper, creating a completely hydrophobic barrier. The three nib sizes we tested were 0.03 mm,
0.05 mm, and 0.1 mm diameters. To find the maximum speed of each nib, 13 rows of 2-millimeter
circles were plotted on laminated Whatman regenerated paper (pore size of 1 μm) using the
AxiDraw pen plotter. The first row was then plotted at 1% speed, and then each proceeding row
1% faster up to 13% speed. We then clamped the paper between glass slides and cured it in an
oven for 30 minutes at 150°C to allow the ink to cure, transitioning it to be super hydrophobic.
Once cured, we tested the water resistance of each circle by adding a droplet of yellow food dye
to the center of the circle. The highest speed that did not allow the yellow dye solution to escape
a single circle was then chosen to be the ideal speed.
We then used the ideal speed from each speed test to plot the corresponding resolution test for
each nib size. We plotted 8 rows of circles, each row with a different diameter, on the laminated
regenerated paper. The rows had radii of 2, 1.8, 1.6, 1.4, 1.2, 1, 0.9, and 0.8 mm. The pattern was
plotted by the AxiDraw and immediately cured in an oven for 30 minutes at 150°C. Once the ink
cured, we again tested the water resistance of each circle by adding a yellow dye drop to the
center of each printed circle. For the speed and resolution tests at each nib size, images of each
circle were captured using the MM-840 EFLEX digital microscope. The images were then
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subsequently analyzed using a Matlab script (MathWorks, MA, US) to determine the inner and
outer radius of each circle. The radii were measured at 8 different angles (0, 45, 90, 135, 180,
225, 270, and 315 degrees) and then used to determine the thickness of the plotted circle.
We then used a 0.1 mm nib to plot a microfluidic device (on laminated Whatman regenerated
paper) designed to find the minimum possible channel width that allowed for reproducible flow.
The device consisted of a central sample well with eight equally spaced channels of plotted width
200 μm, 300 μm, 350 μm, 400 μm, 450 μm, 500 μm, 600 μm, and 700 μm around the center well.
Once the design was cured in the oven at 150°C for 30 minutes, we introduced 10 μL of yellow
dye to the center well and observed which channels allowed the dye to flow from the center well
to the outer bulbs. Images of each channel were taken from both the front and back of the paper
using the MM-840 EFLEX digital microscope. Each channel image was then processed using
ImageJ to measure the thickness of the channel at 10 equidistant locations across the length of
the channel. Next, each functioning channel was cut in half to reveal the channel’s cross-section.
The MM-840 EFLEX digital microscope was again used to capture images of each channel’s crosssection, revealing the channel’s shape within the paper.
To determine the directional differences in flow rate across Whatman regenerated paper, we
designed a modification of the channel size test. The new device again consisted of a central dye
well with 8 equal channels of equal width around it. Using a Copic Multiliner SP pen in the
AxiDraw pen plotter, we printed the equal channel design three times using a nominal channel
width of 400 μm, 550 μm, and 700 μm. Once cured in an oven at 150°C for 30 minutes, 10 μL of
aqueous yellow food dye was introduced to the central well. The MM-840 EFLEX digital
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microscope was used to capture video of the dye flowing through the channels for further time
analysis.

Packaging detection zones
We optimized how tightly we can pack the plotted patterns to fabricate microfluidic devices with
the maximum number of detection zones per unit of area. In this part, nine circles with diameters
of 2 mm were patterned with a 0.1 mm nib size in a 3-by-3 square matrix. Initially, the distance
from centroid-to-centroid of neighboring circles was 2 mm in the first square pattern. We
gradually decreased the distance from centroid-to-centroid from 2 mm to 1 mm with 0.2 mm
intervals. We performed this experiment on both the Whatman regenerated paper and the
Whatman grade 1 paper, to demonstrate the effect of paper thickness on patterning
performance. Then, color intensity analysis was performed using ImageJ software to show the
coffee ring effect and the optimum centroid-to-centroid distance.
In addition, we optimized packaging for different size of detection zones. A 3-by-3 square
patterned circles were again plotted with a 0.1 mm nib size pen; however, in this packaging
experiment, both the diameter of circles and the centroid-to-centroid distance of neighbor circles
were gradually decreased until we determined the smallest possible circle that can be plotted.
The object of this experiment was to characterize and compare both the Whatman regenerated
paper and the Whatman grade 1 paper to reach minimum drawable circle sizes in order to
increase the number of detection zones per unit of area. In the first pattern, the diameter of each
circle was 2 mm and the centroid-to-centroid distance of neighbor is 1.5 times the diameter,
which was 3 mm. Then, using a 0.2 mm interval, the diameter was decreased down to 1 mm and
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the neighboring distance decreased down, depending on the diameter, to 1.5 mm. In order to
understand the coffee ring effect and quantify the working area in a detection zone that can be
useable in a real application, the color intensity analysis was performed on square patterns. We
used ImageJ image processing software to make measurements of square patterns and for color
intensity analysis. After plotting the patterns, we applied yellow dye at the center of each circle
and red dye on the rest of paper to show the hydrophobic barriers.

High resolution 3D paper microfluidic device
To show the applicability of the presented method, we plotted a matrix of circles with diameter
of 1.6 mm. After patterning the laminated regenerated paper, the pH indicators were spotted in
the detection zones by technical pen and dried in room temperature. The used indicators are
Bromothymol blue (0.8 mg/ml), Bromocresol green (0.8 mg/ml), and Methyl red (2.5 mg/ml). To
be able to deliver a sample simultaneously to multiple detection zones, we designed a multilayer
paper-based devices consist of a laminated Whatman regenerated paper, a layer of double-sided
tape, cellulose powder, Whatman grade 1 paper, and Fusion 5 sample pad. The double sided tape
was cut by a CO2 laser cutter and attached to the laminated regenerated paper which were
patterned. To make sure that the sample wicked reproducibly between the layers of the device,
the holes of the double-sided tape were filled with cellulose powder, the excess powder was
wiped out and after peeling the plastic backing of the tape, the cellulose remained in the holes.
Then the Whatman grade 1 paper and sample pad stacked on the top. To show the ability of the
device to quantitatively measure pH levels from 4 to 10, we used two indicators (0.8 mg/ml of
Bromothymol blue and Bromocresol green) and obtained calibration curves. To demonstrate the
functionality of the proposed method for high-resolution and high-throughput fabrication of
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multiplex assay paper-based device, we fabricated devices with 256 and 512 detection zones and
tested them with pH 10 and pH 4 samples respectively.

Results and Discussion
Increase pattern resolution on Whatman grade 1 paper
To increase the resolution of the pen plots on Whatman grade 1 paper, a wide Copic marker
attached to an Axidraw pen plotter was used to coat the backside of paper (Figure 9a). This
decreased the paper’s effective thickness, which made it possible to increase the pen plotting
speed/resolution. The pen plotter speed is determined as a percentage of the maximum linear
speed, where 30% is equivalent to 55.3mm/s (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Plotting speed in units of mm/s vs percentage. Linear velocity (mm/s) was calculated
by measuring the time needed for plotting a 25 cm line.
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Figure 9. Evaluation of decreasing effective paper thickness on the resolution of patterns. (a)
The custom-designed wide marker holder connected to the pen plotter to deposit a layer of
hydrophobic ink on the chromatography paper. (b) Graph of percentage of food dye penetration
through the thickness of paper (indicating the effective hydrophilic thickness of paper) versus the
plotting speed percentage used to plot hydrophobic solution on the backside of chromatography
paper. (c) Image of chromatography paper cross-section after being coated with hydrophobic
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solution using the wide marker plotted for various speeds. The yellow food dye is applied to the
hydrophilic side of paper to distinguish it from hydrophobic side of paper. (d) Graph of line
thickness of patterns on the chromatography paper with 50%, 75%, and 100% effective thickness.
(e) Image of circular pattern (2 mm diameter) on the chromatography paper with 50% effective
thickness and gray scale intensity analysis of food dye in detection area.

To measure the effects of the wide marker coating on reducing the thickness of the
chromatography paper, the marker was plotted for various speeds (Figure 9c). We measured the
dye penetration thickness at 10 points for each marker speed. A higher the dye penetration
signaled a larger effective thickness of the chromatography paper. As the drawing speed was
increased, the effectiveness of the hydrophobic solution on reducing the thickness of the paper
decreased linearly (Figure 9b,c).
After we confirmed the effectiveness of the wide marker drawing to reduce the paper thickness,
we investigated how this influenced the resolution of the pen circle plots. At different paper
thicknesses circles were plotted for various speeds and food dye was used to observe any
leakage. We found that at smaller paper thicknesses the pen was able to draw at higher speeds.
These higher speeds decreased the hydrophobic barrier thickness required to avoid leakage. We
were able to maximize the resolution of the pen plots with a paper thickness of 50% (Figure 9d,e),
resulting in an average barrier thickness of approximately 280 μm (Figure 9d). Figure 9e shows
the image of circular pattern with 2 mm diameter on the Whatman grade 1 paper with 50%
effective thickness and gray scale intensity analysis of food dye in detection area to evaluate the
coffee ring effect of the detection zones.
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The physical characterization of paper substrates

Figure 10. Physical characterization of Whatman grade 1 and regenerated cellulose paper. (a)
SEM image with 250x magnification and (b) 750x magnification of the laminated Whatman grade
1 cellulose paper, showing the 45 degree view of surface and cross-section. (c) SEM image with
250x magnification and (d) 750x magnification of the Whatman grade 1 cellulose paper surface.
(e) SEM image with 500x magnification and (f) 1500x magnification of the laminated Whatman
regenerated cellulose paper, showing the 45 degree view of surface and cross-section. (g) SEM
image with 5000x magnification and (h) 10000x magnification of the Whatman regenerated
cellulose paper surface.

Figure 10a,b show the 45 degree view SEM image of the laminated Whatman grade 1 paper at
250x and 750x magnification, showing the surface and cross-section of the substrate. We have
also imaged the surface of Whatman grade 1 paper at 250x and 750x magnification to
characterize the cellulose fiber and pore structure (Figure 10c,d). Figure 10e,f show the 45
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degree view SEM image of the laminated Whatman regenerated paper at 500x and 1500x
magnification, showing the surface and cross-section of the substrate. We have also imaged the
surface of Whatman regenerated paper at 5000x and 10000x magnification to characterize the
cellulose fibers and pore structure (Figure 10g,h). Comparing the physical features of Whatman
regenerated paper (Figure 10g,h) and Whatman grade 1 paper (Figure 10c,d) implies that the
cellulose fiber and pore structure of Whatman regenerated paper is around 20 times finer than
Whatman grade 1 and the former has higher porosity and homogeneity of pore structure. In
addition, the nominal thickness of Whatman regenerated paper is 80 μm which is more than two
times thinner than the Whatman grade 1 paper with 180 μm thickness (Figure 10a,e), that makes
the Whatman regenerated paper a better choice of substrate for fabrication of high-resolution
paper-based microfleece devices.

The effect of nib size on resolution
The goal of testing the effect of nib size on resolution was to design the highest resolution
channels and reaction areas possible using a Copic Multiliner SP pen in the AxiDraw pen plotter.
For the 0.03 mm nib, we found the fastest plotting speed that still created hydrophobic barriers
to be 3%. Using the 0.03 mm nib size at 3% speed, we were able to plot eight different reaction
area sizes from 0.8 mm to 2.0 mm in radius. Each size was plotted nine times. The smallest
reaction area plotted (0.8 mm) had a hydrophobic barrier thickness of 305±86 μm (Figure 11a).
For the 0.05 mm nib, the fastest plotting speed that still created an effective hydrophobic barrier
was 6%. Using the above circle sizes and repeats, we tested again with the 0.05 mm nib at the
optimal 6% speed. The smallest reaction area plotted (0.8 mm) had a barrier thickness of 310±79
μm (Figure 11b). For the 0.1 mm nib, we found we were able to create a hydrophobic barrier at
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Figure 11. Characterization of high-resolution fabrication of detection zones and channels. (a)
The resolution of 0.03 mm fiber technical pen on regenerated paper with optimal 3% drawing
speed; (b) The resolution of 0.05 mm fiber technical pen on regenerated paper with optimal 6%
drawing speed; (c) The resolution of 0.1 mm fiber technical pen on regenerated paper with
optimal 11% drawing speed. The results measured using Matlab script at 8 angles around each
reaction area across reaction areas. (d) The graph of the measured microfluidic flow channel
width versus the plotted channel width. The channels are plotted using the 0.1 fiber technical
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pen with 11% drawing speed and the channel widths are measured in ten equidistant locations
using ImageJ software across three test repeats. (e) The cross-sectional image taken of each
channel. The channels are filled with yellow food dye to clarify channel vs barrier. (f) The average
time to fill bulb for each corresponding equal channel test. Color altered images above chart
display the flow-state as the first bulb was completely filled (star marks first bulb to fill).

11% plotting speed. Using the aforementioned circle sizes and repeats we tested the 0.1 mm nib
at 11% plotting speed. The smallest reaction area plotted (0.8 mm) had a barrier thickness of
448±134 μm (Figure 11c). The results showed that an increase in the nib size enabled the setup
to plot the hydrophobic barriers at higher plotting speeds. The thicker nibs provided the required
amount of the hydrophobic ink in a shorter time; therefore faster plotting speeds could be used
to create an effective hydrophobic barrier. Figure 11a-c showed that as the radius of the reaction
area increased from 0.8 mm to 2 mm, the average hydrophobic barrier thickness did not
significantly change. This could be attributed to the mechanical consistency in plotting. Although
we were able to increase the patterning speed as the nib size increased, the hydrophobic barrier
thickness did not remain constant, but increased. This showed that the nib size parameter was
dominant over the increase in plotting speed which led to more ink deposition on the paper and
resulted in a thicker hydrophobic barrier.
While the 0.03 mm and 0.05 mm nibs produced very high-resolution results for the reaction area
circles, we found that both nibs gradually began to clog as more and more devices were plotted.
Over time, the hydrophobic ink dried on the inner surface of the pen, making the nib narrower.
This issue was more serious for the 0.03 mm and 0.05 mm nibs and happened much sooner. As
they clogged, less ink was deposited onto the paper causing the leakage of the sample through
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the plotted hydrophobic barriers. Conversely, the 0.1 mm nib did not clog even after multiple
days of testing. For this reason, we decided the 0.1 mm nib was the most suitable nib for further
testing and applications, as it did not clog after repeated use and still achieved a resolution of
448 ±134 μm.

Resolution of plotted channels
In maximizing the channel resolution, we found the smallest reproducible channel fabricated was
the 350 μm-plotted channel (Figure 11d). This channel had a measured width of 150±12.9 μm
on the backside of the paper. The front of this channel was completely closed off at the surface.
To our knowledge, this is the highest resolution for any paper-based microfluidic flow channel
across all known fabrication methods. Once greater than or equal to 450 μm, the measured
channel width was shown to linearly increase with the plotted width. The standard error was
quite consistent across each channel, indicating that the error came primarily from the
inconsistency in the ink wicking horizontally into the channel despite the designed channel width.
When the pen nib releases ink into the laminated Whatman regenerated paper, the hydrophobic
ink wicks into the paper vertically and horizontally. Due to this horizontal wicking, the barriers
created by the 0.1 mm nib at 11% speed closed into the designed channel width, decreasing the
channel width by roughly the thickness of the barrier. In the cases of the 200 μm and 300 μm
channels, the ink wicked enough into the channel to completely close it, allowing for no
microfluidic flow, as shown in Figure 11d. Additionally, due to the nature of the horizontal and
vertical wicking in the paper, the barrier was thicker on the surface of the paper than at the base
of the paper. This caused the channel between the two barriers to be wider at the base of the
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paper than on the surface. In some instances, the channels were completely closed on the surface
yet were still open underneath the surface. Cross-sectional imaging of each channel revealed that
below the surface layer of hydrophobic ink (seen on the 350, 400, and 450 channels in Figure
11d), there was, indeed, a channel that allowed for microfluidic flow from the inner well to the
outer bulb (Figure 11e, Figure 12, and Figure 13). Figure 11e demonstrates how, as the plotted
width increased from 350 μm to 700 μm, the channel widened, becoming visible from the surface
of the paper.

Figure 12. The varied channels flow test from the front and back of the paper-based device. For
the front side image, the nominal channel widths, starting at the top and rotating clockwise, are
250 μm, 300 μm, 350 μm, 400 μm, 450 μm, 500 μm, 600 μm, and 700 μm. For the backside image,
the nominal channel widths, starting at the top and rotating counterclockwise are 250 μm, 300
μm, 350 μm, 400 μm, 450 μm, 500 μm, 600 μm, and 700 μm. Note that the 250 μm and 300 μm
channels were closed completely by the hydrophobic ink and therefore, did not allow the dye to
flow.
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Figure 13. The front and back of the 350-700 μm channels after the flow test. The image of the
front side of channels shows that the 350 μm, 400 μm, and 450 μm channels are closed off by
the hydrophobic ink; however, the back of the channel is much wider, allowing for flow of the
dye. The cross sectional images in Figure 11e show the same channels.

After performing the channel test, it became evident that the flow rate of the dye through the
Whatman regenerated paper was may not have been directionally consistent. In an effort to
study the differences in directional flow through the paper, we plotted the channel test again,
but with equal channel widths in all 8 directions. Analyzing the flow in each direction
demonstrated that the directional flow was not consistent; however, the SEM images of
Whatman regenerated paper (Figure 10e-h) show high resolution and homogeneity of pore
structure in all directions, not supporting the trend that the Whatman regenerated paper allowed
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better flow in one specific direction than in any other direction. While no direction was found to
be flow-dominant, the average time to flow in all 8 directions did provide insight into the variance
trend of flow-time (Figure 11f and Figure 14).

Figure 14. The flow state of the three paper-based devices with different channel sizes. Each
image was captured the instant the first bulb was fully filled. This visually demonstrates how
varied the time to fill was for the nominal channel sizes of 400 μm, 550 μm, and 700 μm. The 400
μm channel test is seen to have a wide variance in flow time. Looking to the 700 μm channel,
almost all bulbs have filled up at the same time the first bulb fills. This demonstrates that
increasing the fabricated channel size decreases that standard deviation of the time for each bulb
to fill completely with dye.

Based on the Washburn’s equation, the imbibition speed depends on the characteristics of paper
such as average pore diameter, effective surface tension, and the capillary contact angle2.
Therefore, the imbibition speed remains the same for channels with different widths on the same
paper. This equation is not applicable for channels restricted with hydrophobic boundaries. Our
results show that the channel width affects the imbibition speed due to the effect of hydrophobic
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boundaries. This can be explained by the fact that the surface tension at the hydrophobic
boundaries is against the flow direction, which slow down the imbibition speeds especially at
narrower channels34. There are studies confirming the effect of the hydrophobic barriers on the
imbibition dynamics in the channel as well as the correlation between imbibition speed and the
channel width34. Experimentally, we can see as the channel width increases, the time to fill
decreases, and the standard deviation significantly decreases (Figure 11f and Figure 14). This
trend teaches us that the inconsistency in the flow time is dominated by the fabrication,
especially at lower channel widths. As the channel width increases, the variation is mainly due to
minor flow inconsistencies in the paper itself.

Packing and resolution of reaction areas
Figure 15a,b show the packing of detection zones on Whatman regenerated paper and Whatman
grade 1 paper, respectively. When the distance between the circles decreases the inner area of
the detection zone decreases. The center detection zone in Whatman grade 1 paper disappeared
after the third pattern while it disappeared after the fourth pattern in Whatman regenerated
paper. Moreover, the inner area of the detection zones in Whatman grade 1 paper was smaller
than in Whatman regenerated paper. Figure 15c shows the size of square patterns versus the
center-to-center distance between adjacent circles for both Whatman regenerated and
Whatman grade 1 paper. The patterns on Whatman grade 1 paper are bigger than patterns on
Whatman regenerated paper by about 6 percent because the ink diffuses more in the former
than latter paper. The grayscale intensity analysis was performed for the highlighted first four
patterns in Whatman regenerated paper (Figure 15a). Figure 15g shows the result of this
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intensity analysis for 2 mm x 0.1 mm horizontal rectangular shape located at the center of the
central circles.

Figure 15. High-resolution packing and gray scale intensity analysis of detection zones. (a,b)
High resolution packing of detection zones on Whatman regenerated paper (a) and Whatman
grade 1 paper (b). The diameter of circles in each pattern is 2 mm. The center-to-center distance
between adjacent circles starts at 2 mm in first pattern and decrease 0.2 mm in each pattern. (c)
Graph of pattern size versus center-to-center distance between adjacent circles in subfigure a
and b. (d,e) High resolution fabrication of detection zones on Whatman regenerated paper (d)
and Whatman grade 1 paper (e). The diameter of circles and center-to-center distance in the first
pattern is 2 mm and 3 mm respectively. The diameter of circles and the center-to-center distance
between adjacent circles decreases 0.2 mm and 0.3 mm in each pattern, respectively (the
diameter of circles and the center-to-center distance of pattern 6 is 1 mm and 1.5 mm,
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respectively). (f) Graph of pattern size versus diameter of circles of subfigure d and e. (g) Graph
of gray scale intensity analysis of food dye in detection zone of pattern 1-4 of subfigure a. (h)
Graph of gray scale intensity analysis of food dye in detection zone of pattern 3-6 of subfigure d.

The intensity is very high on the barrier line because of its grey color. The lowest intensity value
shows that the color is darker near the border due to coffee ring effect. This is because the color
pigments in the dye collapse at the border of detection zone. Around the center of the detection
zone, the intensity increases to around 125±5 because the center of detection zone has a lighter
color than the border. This indicates that pattern 4 has 0.53 mm workable area after packaging,
while pattern 1 has a 1.58 mm workable area. Figure 15d,e shows the results of packing for
different size of detection zones on Whatman regenerated paper and Whatman grade 1 paper,
respectively . The diameter of each circle and the center-to-center distance between neighboring
circles from 2 and 3 mm decreased to 1 and 1.5 mm, respectively. The detection zones in
Whatman grade 1 paper disappeared at a diameter of 1.4 mm (after pattern 3) because the
diffused ink filled the detection zones. However, the Whatman regenerated paper had enough
space in each detection zone when the diameter reached 1 mm in last pattern. The size of last
pattern was around 4.6 mm by 4.6 mm, and it covered 9 detection zones. Figure 15f shows the
size of the square patterns versus the diameters of circles across each pattern for both Whatman
regenerated paper and Whatman grade 1 paper. The Whatman grade 1 paper has around 6
percent bigger size than Whatman regenerated paper because the Whatman grade 1 paper has
thicker line due to more ink needing to be deposited on the paper to ensure a hydrophobic
barrier. Figure 15h shows the grayscale intensity analysis of detection zones on Whatman
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regenerated paper (highlighted patterns in Figure 15b). The analysis was performed by placing a
1.5 mm x 0.1 mm horizontal rectangle at the center of the detection zone for all four patterns,
maintaining the same rectangle size as diameter decreased for consistency. The grayscale
intensities for all four patterns start with a high value around 165 on the border. Around the
center of the circle, the intensity drops significantly due to the coffee ring effect, which occurs at
the outer edge of the circles. Then, moving closer to the center, the intensity increases and
stabilizes around 160±5 at the center of detection zone. Due to the coffee ring’s effects, the
intensity reaches a minimum value at the outer edge of the circle. The intensity then gradually
rises again towards the center of the circle and stabilizes in workable detection zone. These
intensity shifts can be seen even in the smallest circle of 1 mm in last pattern. The 1 mm circle
has a useable area of around 0.55 mm in diameter after the coffee ring effects.

Multiplex 3D paper-based microfluidic devices for pH assay
We fabricated devices with high resolution patterns and high-number of detection zones by
stacking layers of laminated regenerated paper, double-sided tape and chromatography paper
(Figure 16a). We showed that by using two pH indicators (0.8 mg/ml Bromothymol blue and 0.8
mg/ml Bromocresol green) jointly, the pH levels from 4 to 10 can be determined with high
precision (Figure 16b-d). Bromothymol blue works well for determining pH of neutral and basic
solutions and Bromocresol green is suitable for acidic and neutral pH. The equation of calibration
curves and R-squared values obtained using Bromothymol blue and Bromocresol green are,
respectively:
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Figure 16. High-resolution and multiplex paper-based microfluidic analytical device. (a) Layers
and fabrication steps of high-resolution paper-based microfluidic device. (b) Color change of the
indicators, i.e. Bromothymol blue and Bromocresol green, for a range of pH:4 to 10. (c-d)
Calibration curves for determining pH of the solutions by two indicators, Bromothymol blue (c)
and Bromocresol green (d) using CIExyY color space. (e) Images of a device with 256 detection
zones after applying pH 10 sample to sample pad. Using technical pen and pen plotter, detection
zones are automatically filled with Bromothymol blue (R1) and Methyl red (R2) pH indicators with
any give arbitrary pattern. (f) Photograph of a device with 512 detection zones filled with
Bromothymol blue (R1) and Methyl red (R2) pH indicators, after applying pH 4 sample to sample
pad.
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𝑝𝐻𝐵𝐵 = 240.31𝑥 − 144.25𝑦 − 415.96𝑥 2 + 194.55𝑦 2 − 0.74; 𝑅2 = 0.96
𝑝𝐻𝐵𝐺 = 667.02𝑥 − 348.19𝑦 − 1.025 × 103 𝑥 2 + 416.21𝑦 2 − 30.77; 𝑅2 = 0.9
Moreover, we demonstrated the capability of our approach to fabricate multiplex devices with
256 and 512 detection zones that could have any desired reagent pattern (Figure 16e,f). On the
other hand, by increasing the number of detection zones, the risk of cross-contamination
(especially for the base samples which generate darker color) increases. To prevent this issue,
optimizing the amount of the sample and increasing the number of layers of the device may be
helpful. Two pH indicators are used in each device; the color of Methyl red (Bromothymol blue)
indicator changes from red (yellow) to yellow (blue) when the pH of the sample changes from
acidic to basic pH. Once the sample is introduced to the top layer of the device (sample pad), the
color of the indicators changes. Using two indicators in every single device increases the precision
of the device in determining the pH of the sample.
A device with a matrix of 100 circles can be patterned in 102 seconds. The fabrication time
increases when we increase the number of detection zones. In addition to the high speed and
high resolution of the presented method, this method leads to the cost-effective devices. The
approximate fabrication cost of a device with 100 detection zones is about $1.

Conclusions
Here we have demonstrated that a desktop pen-plotter in combination with a high-resolution
technical pen and a uniformly porous regenerated cellulose paper. This approach pushes the
limits of spatial assay resolution and offers a low-cost, high-resolution, and high-throughput
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method for fabrication of miniaturized paper-based devices. The pen plotting approach
presented here has employed low-cost technical pen and hydrophobic ink without any cleaning
or clogging issue and has channel resolution of 150±12 µm. To create a functional multiplex
device, this approach is capable of fabricating hydrophobic barriers of detection zones and
automatically depositing the reagents with any given arbitrary pattern. To show a practical
application of the presented approach, we fabricated a 3-D paper-based microfluidic device with
hundreds of detection zones for conducting pH colorimetric assays. Here, we used two different
reagents, but multiple reagents with any given pattern could be deposited in the detection zones
making this method a strong fit to automatically fabricate miniaturized devices with multiplex
assays.
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CHAPTER 3: Multi-layered Paper-based Microfluidic Device
with Colorimetric Assays for Semen Testing
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Introduction
On a global scale male infertility affects about 1 in 10 man during their lifetime. Environmental
and occupational hazards are suspected sources of declining human sperm quality in developed
countries. Semen analysis is the first step for male infertility diagnostic and treatment, and to
increase chances for prevention. Luckily most of the time, the fix is inexpensive and easy. With
the current standard procedure men should visit a laboratory to collect sample for semen
analysis; however, this process is not comfortable form most men, not to mention time
consuming and costly. Here, we develop a paper-based device that can be used at home (Figure
17a). The device can measure three fertility indicators—sperm concentration, semen pH, and
semen fructose concentration. The proposed device comprises several layers, including a
reservoir into which the sample is loaded, microfluidic channels to facilitate sample delivery
(Figure 17b), and a paper layer pre-loaded with colorimetric reagents surrounded by hydrophobic
barriers. The color change in each assay region can be imaged and analyzed using a custom
algorithm to automatically extract quantitative values for these four parameters. These layers
are illustrated schematically in Figure 17c and the assembled device is shown in Figure 17d. The
device does not require extensive sample preparation steps or user interpretation of the results,
making it very user-friendly and easy to use at home. It is also compact and discrete to protect
the user’s privacy. Moreover, we estimate the cost of each device to be approximately $1, making
it affordable compared to alternative in-home testing or a visit to a fertility clinic. Therefore, this
device will make semen analysis more accessible to males trying to conceive by serving as a way
to obtain important information about their fertility at home. We expect that it will best serve as
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a screening measure to inform men about their fertility: whether it is within the normal range or
if they should seek treatment from a fertility specialist.

Figure 17. Multi-layered paper-based semen analysis platform. (a) Summary of the process for
using the device: with the proposed device, a user can collect a semen sample in his own home,
apply it to the device, wait 15 minutes, and image the device with a smartphone; then, the
obtained image is processed and the colors are analyzed to return quantitative test results for
sperm count, pH, and fructose. (b) When a semen sample is inserted into the device (center) it
travels through the channels into each the 32 assay spots. (c) To deliver the sample effectively to
each assay spot, we have implemented a multi-layered design. First, the sample is applied in a
3D-printed reservoir at the top. It then flows through the channels to the assay spots in the
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channel layer (red, also shown in (b)), which has double-sided adhesive (DSA) above and below
it. The hydrophilic layer above this layer (orange) contains vents that prevent the buildup of air
as the sample flows through the channels and, thus, facilitates flow to the assay spots; the
hydrophilicity further facilitates flow. Once the sample reaches the assay spots, it will flow down
through the lower hydrophilic layer (blue). At the bottom of the device is a paper-based array of
colorimetric assays on which the assay reagents are contained within hydrophobic barriers.
Finally, a lamination layer is below the paper to contain the sample. (d) Image of the assembled
prototype.

Methods and Materials
Materials
Reagents and materials: Whatman chromatography paper No. 1 (967322501, GE Healthcare
Companies, Buckinghamshire, UK), Double-ended Comix permanent marker 0.5mm (MK804,
Comix Group Co. Ltd., Shenzhen, China), 1.5mL snap-cap microcentrifuge Safe-Lock tubes
(0540225, Fisher Scientific International, Inc., Hampton, New Hampshire, USA), Bromothymol
Blue (MKBV0915V, Sigman-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), Bromocresol Green (MKCD8751, Sigma
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), Thymol Blue (MKBV0915V, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), Hot
laminating non-glare layer (Swingline, IL, USA), Sodium Hydroxide 2N (155741, Fisher Chemical,
Geel, Belgium), Buffer solution 4 (IS5050, Aldon Corp., Avon, NY, USA), Buffer solution 5 (178070,
Fisher Chemical, Geel, Belgium), Buffer solution 6 (180034, Fisher Chemical, Geel, Belgium),
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Buffer solution 7 (IS5050, Aldon Corp., Avon, NY, USA), Buffer solution 8 (183725, Fisher
Chemical, Fair Lawn, NJ, USA), Buffer solution 9 (181471, Fisher Chemical, Geel, Belgium), Buffer
solution 10 (IS5050, Aldon Corp. Avon, NY, USA), Cell Cast Acrylic Plexi Glass Sheets
(ACOPWHT12X12PK2FBA, Mendota Merchants LLC., ), Viscosity solution 2 (SAPU2504, Paragon
Scientific Ltd., Prenton, Wirral, UK), Viscosity solution 4 (SAPU2174, Paragon Scientific Ltd.,
Prenton, Wirral, UK), Viscosity solution 6 (SA2855, Paragon Scientific Ltd., Prenton, Wirral, UK),
Double-coated polyester diagnostic tape ( 9965, 3M, Maplewood, MN), Surfactant-free fluidtransport film (9984, 3M, Maplewood, MN), Polycarbonate film of 0.01”, 0.02”, or 0.03” thickness
(85585K103, 85585K15, 85585K17, McMaster-Carr, Robbinsville, NJ), α-Chymotrypsin (C4129,
Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).
Software components: MATLAB (R2006B, MathWorks, MA, USA), SolidWorks (Dassault
Systèmes, France).
Hardware setup: Benchtop laminator (GBC Inspire, Swingline, IL, US), Desktop pen plotter
(EleksLaser-A3 Pro, EleksMaker, China), 3D Printer (Form2, FormLabs Inc., Somerville, MA, USA),
Laser Cutter (VLS3.50, Universal Systems Inc., Scottsdale, Arizona, USA).

Layer-by-layer Fabrication and Assembly
The reservoir on top of the device was 3D printed with clear resin using a Form2
stereolithography 3D printer. The reservoir holds a volume of about 1 mL, which is less than the
lower reference limit (5th centile) for the volume of a single ejaculate[3]. It was affixed to the top
of the layered device (described below) using a piece of double-sided adhesive cut into an
annulus using a laser cutter. The layers were designed as follows from top to bottom: First is a
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hydrophilic layer to form the top of the microfluidic channels of the sample-delivery layer with
small holes to serve as vents to allow air to escape as the semen sample fills the channels (orange
in Figure 17c). Below this layer is a layer of polycarbonate with laser-cut microfluidic channels
(red in Figure 17c) in a pattern that allows a semen sample loaded into the reservoir to flow to
the individual assay regions (as detailed in Figure 17b); these channels are designed so that the
polycarbonate layer is a continuous piece, rather than having isolated cut regions that may fall
out during assembly. Double-sided adhesive with the same cut pattern is applied above and
below this layer. Below the channel layer was another hydrophilic layer to form the bottom of
the microfluidic channels and allow the sample to travel downward once it reached the assay
regions. Double-sided adhesive with the same vertical flow holes is applied below this layer as
well. Next is the paper layer comprising 32 assay regions surrounded by hydrophobic barriers (5
mm in diameter) with different assay reagents in each region (described in detail in the following
section). The bottom layer is a hot lamination layer that serves as a barrier to prevent the sample
from seeping through the paper and out of the device.
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Figure 18. Layer alignment and hybrid cutter–plotter device used to fabricate the paper layer.
(a) Schematic of the aligner showing the peg positions in yellow and the four regions in which the
pattern of assays is plotted (i.e., four devices are made from each layer assembly). (b) Image of
the hybrid cutter–plotter device used to fabricate the paper layer with both holes corresponding
to the pegs on the aligner to align the layer with the other layers and a pen plotter to pattern the
hydrophobic barriers as described in our previous studies[12,13]. (c,d) The centroid deviation of
pen plotted and laser cut circles in X and Y directions (n=36).
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Each layer of the device was designed in Solidworks with a pattern of holes matching the
positions of the pegs on the aligner (Figure 18a) as well as for replicates of additional cut or
plotted patterns (regions 1–4 in Figure 18a) for each layer as described above. All layers were cut
using a laser cutter except the paper layer, which required a custom-designed hybrid cutter–
plotter. The hydrophilic layers were laser cut with a power of 80% and a speed of 80%, the 0.01”, 0.02”-, and 0.03”-thick polycarbonate layers were cut with a powers of 100%, and speeds of 50,
35, and 20% respectively; the double-sided adhesive layers were cut with a power of 100% and
a speed of 80%. The polycarbonate and double-sided adhesive were received with protective
layers on both sides; these layers were left in place during cutting and removed immediately
before assembly. The hybrid cutter–plotter comprised an XY motorize axis with both a pen plotter
(as described in [12,13]) to pattern the hydrophobic barriers and a 5 W laser module fixed to the
head. The hybrid cutter–plotter was controlled by eleksCAM software with a pre-determined
offset of 1mm in x-axis and 33 mm in y-axis based on the spatial offset between the plotting pen
and the laser such that the plotted hydrophobic barriers and laser-cut patterns would be aligned.

Viscosity Testing
Three different polycarbonate thicknesses were used for fabricating devices: 0.03”, 0.02”, and
0.01”. A 1mL sample of three different viscosity solutions, artificial solutions representing
different viscosity to semen, with density of 2 cP, 4 cP, or 6 cP, was instantaneously deposited
into the reservoir for each device (Figure 19c,d). The viscosity solution contained 0.5% of black
food dye to increase visibility of sample deposition into the biochemical detection zones. The
time for each solution to reach all detection sites was measured, starting precisely from the
moment the sample entered the reservoir until the filling of the last detection zone.
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Figure 19. Characterization of sample delivery through channels of different heights. (a) Image
of the device after applying red food dye solution to its reservoir. (b) The pattern of channels is
laser cut into polycarbonate (PCA). Hydrophilic layers form the top and bottom of the channels
are attached by double-sided adhesive (DSA). (c) Time lapse image of 4 cP sample distribution
through the sample delivery channels of 0.02”. (d) Sample delivery time of different viscosity
solutions in different channel sizes.

Light Filter Box
By using a smartphone camera as a photodetector, the range of automated functions had to be
disabled to prevent alteration of detected RGB values and to preserve consistency for all the
subsequent tests. The integration of a light filter box was necessary for quantitative
measurements to stabilize the smartphone camera and compensate for the ambient light
present in the environment (Figure 20a). The box had dimensions of 15cm x 9.5cm x 16.5cm,
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providing enough distance from the microfluidic device to uniformly distribute the single flash
light over the entire device. The smartphone was placed on top of the box, overlapping the hole
for the placement of camera lens and flash, while the microfluidic device was placed inside the
box directly underneath the camera lens. We have developed an algorithm for white balance
correction that can correct the uneven lighting on the device (Figure 20b-e). Additionally, a color
reference chart containing 15 color regions was placed adjacent to the microfluidic device to
color correct the differences in color mean intensities captured in the image, similar to colorrendition charts utilized in photography. The reference chart allowed for accurate color
processing while the light filter box minimized the variability of lighting conditions (Figure 20f).

Colorimetric Quantification
The smartphone’s complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor sensor (CMOS) stores the image
of the colorimetric assays in non-linearized sRGB (red, green, blue) values. Simple RGB analysis
of test assays does not produce distinguishable concentration levels of the sample. Therefore,
after linearization of the raw data, the RGB intensity-values were converted to xyY values and
plotted on the CIE 1931 color space. Linearization of sRGB values was achieved through the
following equations:

𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟

0.055 + 𝑅𝑠𝑟𝑔𝑏
=(
)
1.055

𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟

0.055 + 𝐺𝑠𝑟𝑔𝑏
=(
)
1.055

𝐵𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 = (

2.4

2.4

0.055+𝐵𝑠𝑟𝑔𝑏 2.4
1.055

)
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The linearized RGB values, falling between 0 and 255 on the color scale, were converted to
corresponding CIE 1931 XYZ color space and then to CIE 1931 xyY color space. The following
equations were used for such conversions from the linearized RGB values:
𝑋
0.4124 0.3576 0.1805 𝑅𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟
[𝑌 ] = [0.2126 0.7152 0.0722] [ 𝐺𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 ]
𝑍
0.0193 0.1192 0.9505 𝐵𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟
The X, Y, Z tristimulus values were then converted to xy chromaticity values, where the Y
parameter represents luminance of the color, using the following equations:

𝑥=

𝑋
𝑋+𝑌+𝑍

𝑦=

𝑌
𝑋+𝑌+𝑍

The xyY parameters define the 2D chromaticity diagram in the CIE 1931 color space. By creating
a calibration curve from the standard analyte solutions, the chromaticity diagram can be used to
predict the outcome of color mixtures, aiding in the identification and quantification of
complicated colorimetric assays.
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Figure 20. Light filter box, intensity and color correction. (a) Light filter box. (b) An image of the
detection zones with uneven lighting. (c,d) RGB color extraction from center of the detection zone
and white area around the detection zone for white balance correction (e) RGB color extracted
from all detection zones before correction, RGB color extracted around the each detection zone
for white balance correction, and RGB color of all detection zones after being corrected. (f) The
color corrected RGB of the detection zone calculated using a reference color palette and
nonlinear regression.
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Assay Spots
Three different types of assay regions were designed to measure three different parameters:
sperm concentration, semen pH, and semen fructose level. For each assay, the appropriate
reagent was pipetted into the assay region on the paper within the plotted hydrophobic barrier
before assembly. The reagent was allowed to dry at room temperature for 24 hours before the
device was assembled.
Sperm concentration: 2 µL of 5 mg/mL MTT (3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) prepared in distilled water was deposited in each detection zone and left
to dry at room temperature. To calibrate sperm count assay, we applied 5 µL of liquefied semen
samples with sperm count of 0-50 M/mL to detection zones. 15 minutes later, the yellow
tetrazolium dye react with diaphorase flavoprotein enzyme existing in metabolically active
sperms and change to purple formazan to measure sperm concentration.
Semen pH: All three pH indicators (Bromocresol green, Bromothymol blue, and Thymol blue)
were prepared with deionized water (DI) and 0.01M NaOH (sodium hydroxide): 0.8 mg/mL
Bromocresol green reagent consisted of 9% 0.01M NaOH, 0.8 mg/mL Bromothymol blue reagent
consisted of 9% 0.01M NaOH, and 0.4 mg/mL Thymol blue reagent consisted of 8% 0.01M NaOH.
2µL of each reagent solution was deposited in each detection zone and left to dry at room
temperature. In order calibrate each reagent, the pH detection zones was individually tested by
applying 5 µL of a specific pH buffer concentration, ranging from 4 to 10. Chymotrypsin was
added to the pH buffers at a concentration of 1mg/mL to account for the Chymotrypsin added to
each semen sample for liquefaction. 15 minutes later, the color change at every site was
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measured to validate the sensitivity of the pH indicators after allowing the reaction to proceed
to completion.
Semen fructose level: We conducted a fructose assay with different concentrations of fructose
solutions ranging from 0 to 4 mg/mL. This method relies on the color shift from clear to brown
due to the enzymatic oxidation of iodide (I−) to iodine (I2). First, fructose was converted to
glucose using glucose isomerase enzyme. Then the glucose is oxidized to produce hydrogen
peroxidase using glucose oxidase enzyme. Hydrogen peroxidase can enzymatically oxidize iodide
of KI in the reagent to brown color iodine with the horse radish peroxidase (HRP).

Testing of Human Samples
Human semen samples were obtained as de-identified discarded samples from the Center for
Advanced Reproductive Services, Farmington, CT, USA; all applicable guidelines were followed
and the study protocol was reviewed and approved by the University of Connecticut Institutional
Review Board. For the liquefaction, Chymotrypsin was added to each semen sample at a
concentration of 1mg/mL. The actual values of semen parameters have been measured as a
reference for comparison by gold standard laboratory test at Center for Advanced Reproductive
Services, Farmington, CT, USA.

Results and Discussion
Layer Alignment
Each layer of the device was designed with a pattern of holes matching the positions of the pegs
on an aligner (Figure 18a) as well as for replicates of additional cut or plotted patterns (regions
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1–4 in Figure 18a) for each layer as described above. All layers were cut using a laser cutter except
the paper layer, which required a custom-designed hybrid cutter–plotter. The hydrophilic,
polycarbonate, DSA, and lamination layers were laser cut. The polycarbonate and double-sided
adhesive were received with protective layers on both sides; these layers were left in place during
cutting and removed immediately before assembly. The hybrid cutter–plotter comprised an X-,
Y-motor with both a pen plotter to pattern the hydrophobic barriers and a laser for cutting fixed
to the head (Figure 18b). Figure 18c,d shows the centroid deviation of pen plotted and laser cut
circles. The centroid deviation in X and Y directions are 0.11 and 0.13 mm respectively that are
negligible in compare to the diameter of detection zones.

Sample Delivery and Viscosity Tests
Below the reservoir, where the sample is applied by the user, is a sample distribution layer. As
shown in Figure 19a,b, It is constructed of a layer of polycarbonate (PCA) with laser-cut
microfluidic channels (Figure 19b) in a pattern that allows a semen sample loaded into the
reservoir to flow to the individual assay regions. The channels are bordered above and below by
hydrophilic layers (orange and blue in Figure 19c). We have optimized the channel height by
varying the PCA. We have tested the device with samples of different viscosities (as the viscosity
of a semen sample can vary significantly) and demonstrated consistent sample delivery in less
than 10 second, depending on the viscosity (Figure 19c). As shown in Figure 19d, as we increase
the channel thickness the average and standard deviation of sample delivery time decreases. In
each channel size viscosity 2 cP has the quickest distribution average times, and as the viscosity
of sample increases the average sample delivery time increases. The average times for the
channel thickness of 0.01 inch are the highest with the largest standard deviations, rendering the
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smallest channel thickness inefficient for semen sample distribution. A channel thickness of 0.03”
quantitatively is a better fit for semen analysis due to the smaller standard deviation for both
viscosities 4 and 6 cP. But as channels of 0.03” and 0.02” have relative similar average sample
delivery times and fabrication of devices with 0.02” channels requires less material and time, we
used 0.02” channels for the rest of experiments.

Image Correction
To analyze the color changes in the assay regions, an image is captured with the user’s
smartphone. The Matlab algorithms then process the image to identify the assay regions, extract
the colors within each assay region, and correlate the color with a quantitative result. The most
important aspect is the accurate reading of colors despite differences between smartphone
cameras, illumination, shadowing, etc. Therefore, we implement a box for imaging (Figure 20a)
to reduce the differences in illumination, color correction relative to a reference color palette,
and white correction to correct for uneven illumination (Figure 20b-d). Using this strategy, we
were able to accurately read colors over a broad range. Figure 20d shows the color corrected
RGB of the detection zone calculated using a reference color palette and nonlinear regression.
The high correlation coefficients for different color channels show the efficiency of the image
correction.

Sperm Count Assay
The sperm count assay measures the colorimetric change of yellow tetrazolium dye to purple
formazan by the diaphorase flavoprotein enzyme present in metabolically active human sperm
to quantify sperm count (Figure 21a). We have tested the sensitivity range of the assay for human
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samples with different sperm concentration (Figure 21b). Figure 21c shows the calibration curves
and R-squared values obtained using MTT sperm count assay. Using the calibration curve the
MTT sperm count assay has been tested on 8 different human samples (Figure 21d) to classify
their sperm count in three different categories: Low (less than 15 M/ml), Moderate (between 15
and 55 M/ml), and High (above 55 M/ml).

Figure 21. Sperm count assay. (a)The MTT reagent. (b) Detection range of sperm count MTT
assay. (c) The calibration curves and R-squared values obtained using MTT sperm count assay.
(d)The MTT sperm count assay has been tested on 8 different human samples to classify their
sperm count in three different categories: Low, Moderate, and High.
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Figure 22. Semen pH assay. (a-c) Calibration curve for three pH indicator: Bromocresol green (a),
Bromothymol blue (b), and Thymol blue (c). (d) Decision making table based on calculated pH
level from Bromocresol green (BG), Bromothymol blue (BB), and Thymol blue (TB) calibration
curves. (e) Representative image from detection zones showing the detection range of
Bromocresol green, Bromothymol blue, and Thymol blue. (f) The pH assay has been tested on 5
different human semen samples to calculate the pH level.
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pH Assays
The pH sensitivity and precision of the device is strengthened through the multiplexing of three
pH indicators, 0.8 mg/mL Bromocresol green, 0.8 mg/mL Bromothymol blue, and 0.4 mg/mL
Thymol blue. Figure 22a-c show the calibration curves for the three reagents. A decision making
table (Figure 22d) can be used to calculate the pH of the sample from the result of the test form
the three calibration curves. Bromocresol green can accurately distinguish between more acidic
pHs, typically in the range of 4 to 6. Bromothymol blue can measure between neutral and basic
pHs in the range of 6 to 9. Thymol Blue can differentiate between basic pHs, specifically in the
range of 8 to 10 (Figure 22e). The pH assay has been tested on 5 different human semen samples
and the results have been compared to laboratory results (Figure 22f).

Fructose Assay
The fructose assay is based on a commercially available and widely used glucose assay with the
addition of an enzyme that converts the fructose in the semen to glucose, which can be measured
by the assay reagents (Figure 23a). We have validated the fructose assay functionality in the
laboratory for the fructose concentrations ranging from 0-4 mg/mL (Figure 23b). Figure 23c
shows the calibration curve and R-squared value. Using this calibration curve the fructose assay
has been tested on four human semen samples and their fructose level have been stimated
(Figure 23d).
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Figure 23. Fructose assay. (a)The Fructose reagent. (b) Detection range of fructose assay. (c) The
calibration curves and R-squared values obtained using fructose assay (n=6). (d)The fructose
assay has been used to measure the fructose level of 4 different human samples.

Conclusions
Here, we have demonstrated the layer-by-layer fabrication of a compact and user-friendly semen
analysis platform for the evaluation of three parameters that are important indicators of male
fertility: sperm count, semen pH, and semen fructose level, which are all important factors in
analyzing semen quality and fertility (according to the World Health Organization semen analysis
guidelines). The construction of the proposed platform allows for extensive multiplexing:
multiple colorimetric tests can be conducted on one sample using a single device. The device and
colorimetric assays have been tested on human samples to show the practicality of the propose
device.
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CONCLUSIONS
Here, we developed first a low-cost and high-throughput fabrication approach for paper-based
micro-analytical diagnostic devices, using a pen plotter and hydrophobic marker. To demonstrate
the potential bio-chemical analytical capabilities of the fabrication method, we conducted five
colorimetric biological assays: nitrite, urobilinogen, protein, blood, and pH. The novel method
proposed here offers low cost, rapid, and simple fabrication of high-resolution paper-based
microfluidic devices, which can be useful for mass production of paper-based microfluidics in
both resource-limited and developed countries. Then, we tailored this approach towards
improving the limits of spatial assay resolution and developed miniaturized paper-based devices.
Results showed that our proposed high-resolution fabrication method allow us to fabricate 3 cm
x 3 cm analytical devices with 256 detection zones. Finally, building on the principles of the novel
approach we developed via pen-plotter, and integrating a multi-layer design, we engineered a
novel, compact and user-friendly semen analysis platform for the evaluation of three important
indicators of male fertility: sperm count, semen pH, and semen fructose level. The device and
colorimetric assays have been validated in the laboratory and tested on a small number of human
samples to show the practicality of the proposed device. The comparison with the results
obtained by clinically accepted methods reveal that the proposed tool is promising to serve as a
low-cost disposable male fertility test. However, it should be noted that the clinically accepted
methods are by no means “gold standard” methods. For example, sperm count is generally
evaluated by counting under a microscope by eye; this method leaves room for variation
between technicians and random error due to uneven distribution of sperm cells in the semen
sample (in other words, the field observed for counting may contain more or fewer sperm cells
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than the average total sample). In the future, we plan to test the device with a larger sample size
to provide a more rigorous clinical validation.
This device is expected to facilitate the measurement of semen quality in the comfort and privacy
of one’s own home. Thus, it will provide an alternative to visiting a fertility clinic for semen
analysis when a man is having trouble conceiving (i.e., tried unsuccessfully for six months to one
year). Moreover, the device is expected to change male behavior from a reactive approach to a
proactive one by improving access to diagnostics. This will allow any couple trying to have a baby
to evaluate male fertility early in the process and take appropriate steps as needed.
This device is a platform technology in that it can be readily extended to include other assays in
the 32 assay regions available on the device. Based on the WHO semen analysis guidelines,
colorimetric assays or even immunoassays, such as DNA fragmentation, antisperm antibody, zinc,
and neutral alpha-glucosidase assays, could be incorporated into the platform to measure other
parameters quantitatively. Such multiplexed measurement of semen composition and
parameters will provide a more detailed picture of male fertility.
As a future work, a smartphone application could be developed to facilitate the measurement of
semen quality. Such multiplexed measurement of semen composition and parameters will allow
us to collect more data and provide more precise lifestyle suggestions using cloud-based machine
learning. Moreover, a cloud-based machine learning could be developed to correlate userreported behaviors (such as diet, exercise, sleep, stress, etc.) with the various factors indicating
fertility. The algorithms could provide personalized lifestyle suggestions to the user and would
continually “learn” as more data is collected from a growing pool of users. It can also be used to
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monitor the effectiveness of drugs or supplements prescribed by a physician and help adjust
treatment as needed.
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